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Set your intentions, break through blockages and learn ways to manifest your dreams using the 49

cards and guidebook of this extraordinary divination system! Each original card connects with a

major chakra and represents one of the mystical fables revealed by angels to psychic Tori Hartman

following a near-death experience. The divination spreads range from basic one-card readings to

intention spreads that tap into and activate your manifesting energyâ€”even the more complex

Chakra Layout is easy-to-use, as are all the spreads. This new deck is set to become a classic for

those interested in developing their intuition and card divination.
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"A fabulous divination system." - Soul & Spirit"The Chakra Wisdom Oracle is an extraordinary

divination system based on the colors and energies of the seven main Chakra centers aligned with

the spinal column.Â Â It is a brilliant blend of all-inclusive spiritual values with Eastern esotericism

into a powerful device for meditation and transformation.Â Â The Chakra Wisdom Oracle is more

accessible than the tarot and better than a personal psychic.Â Â It identifies the energies in your life

and gives you the tools to change them.Â Â The results are fast and anyone can use it." - Pride &

Equality "I ADORE these cards. They are immensely valuable for shifting perspective and creating

profound new growth." SARK, Author, Artist, Succulent Wild WomanÂ â€œRead and experience this

book! Each poignant and thought-provoking story will give you the feeling of a long lost treasure â€“

uncovered truths just for the reader.â€•Â Mark Victor Hansen, Co-creator ofÂ The New York



TimesÂ Best-selling Series,Â Chicken Soup for the Soulâ€œColor is the energy vibration of the

Universe. Tori's lovely toolkit can help you tune in and tune up with the rich magic of the spectrum.

She makes it fun and fascinating!â€• Amy Zerner and Monte Farber, authors ofÂ Karma

Cards,Â The Enchanted TarotÂ andÂ Goddess, Guide Me!

Tori Hartman, founder of Tori Hartman, Inc. and gifted psychic, is the author of Fabulous You!

Specialty Modeling, and several novels. She was born and raised in New Yorkâ€™s Greenwich

Village during the 1960s. The environment in The Village at the time was â€œanything goes,â€• and

little by way of self-expression was questioned. Creativity included love beads, astrology and the

Beatnik scene at the White Horse Tavern. Toriâ€™s mother was a playwright and antiques dealer,

and her father, Elek Hartman, was a war veteran and actor.  Â  Toriâ€™s parents discovered her

strange visions one summer evening during a party at their country home. When her mother asked

the then 8-year-old to go inside and get something from the kitchen, Tori casually said no, because

she didnâ€™t want Mrs. Bulmer telling her what to do. Â  Her mother was stunned. Before the

Hartmans had bought and remodeled their home, it had been owned by the Bulmersâ€”all of whom

were long deceased. Â  Tori had no way of knowing this but recalls, â€œIâ€™ve always had spirits

speaking to me, and I learned early on not to make that information too public. In some circles, like

the Tavern, people liked it and would ask me questions. But in other places, like church, it was

blasphemy. I straddled the fence between two worlds.â€• Her mother, an astrologer, understood and

supported the gift, but ultimately, alcoholism blocked the spiritual connection that Tori and her

mother might have shared. Â  Tori understands her work to be about empowering people to connect

with Source and fulfill their Divine potential. She is a firm believer that when we take a leap of faith,

the Universe catches us. Tori guarantees, â€œThe door you enter through will not be the door from

which you exit.â€• Â  In addition to running her Spiritual Club and her profitable publishing and

merchandise companies, Tori is a renowned voice-over artist and CEO of The Garden of Sound, a

Los Angeles-based recording studio. The studio has ISDN capabilities.

IÃ¢Â€Â™m a bit of a tarot and oracle card addict so when I was offered the Chakra Wisdom and

Oracle cards to review, I jumped at the chance.Before I tell you about the Chakra Wisdom Oracle

cards, I want to tell you about the quality.I donÃ¢Â€Â™t know about you but I hate it when you get

excited about a new deck, they arrive and as soon as the cards come out they get chipped. I really

dislike poor quality card stock and shoddy boxes.I did a little happy dance when I took the Chakra

Wisdom Oracle cards out of their very solid box and found there was no scrimping and scraping on



the quality of the cards either.Phew! Cards and box are robust. Tick.The claim on the box that the

cards are a Ã¢Â€Â˜complete spiritual toolkit for transforming your lifeÃ¢Â€Â™ is lofty but can you

really have a toolkit for transformation in a set of 49-cards?Whereas many oracle cards really are

just gentle sayings or keywords to give you guidance on whatÃ¢Â€Â™s going on in your life, the

Chakra Wisdom Oracle has been created to dig deeper into the hiccups and bumps we all

experience in life.Often we experience reality in ways that are uncomfortable or Ã¢Â€Â˜not

workingÃ¢Â€Â™ right because we have energetic blockages (like in our chakras) or limiting beliefs.

And usually we donÃ¢Â€Â™t even know theyÃ¢Â€Â™re there.This is a deck for soul work and

itÃ¢Â€Â™s not going to tell you fluffy things you think you want to hear.ItÃ¢Â€Â™s going to highlight

where you can make improvements so you can make your life run smoother, achieve goals and

generally upgrade your life. And the Chakra Wisdom Oracle doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t leave you hanging on

how you can do this: each card comes with a legend, inspiration, personal inquiry, key ideas,

keywords and a short meditation.Of course, getting a deck and reading the book (with a curious

6-year-old on your knee who had her first lesson on chakras) isnÃ¢Â€Â™t going to tell you much

about the how the cards read and respond. So I asked on my Facebook page if anyone would like

either a love or wealth intention reading (from the spreads at the back of the book) so I could test

drive the oracle.As the reader, I loved the cards.TheyÃ¢Â€Â™re bright, modern but with enough

whimsy to incite a few Ã¢Â€Â˜oohsÃ¢Â€Â™ and Ã¢Â€Â˜aaaahsÃ¢Â€Â™. There are seven cards for

each chakra, making a total of 49 cards.The book is a further delight. It packs just enough

information on both the cards and the chakras so you could pick up the Chakra Wisdom Oracle

cards without knowing a thing about chakras. The messages are deep but theyÃ¢Â€Â™re not stuffy

or boring (you wonÃ¢Â€Â™t be sent off into snoozeville).But the proof of the reading lays with the

client (or yourself, if youÃ¢Â€Â™re reading for you). So what did my Chakra Wisdom Oracle card

guinea pig, the lovely Carol, have to say?Ã¢Â€ÂœWell that could not be more spot on if I wrote it

myself LynÃ¢Â€Â•Overall, these cards are not for you if you want to just draw a feel-good card each

day or want to be told that the elusive tall, dark handsome stranger is going to be knocking on your

door next month.The Chakra Wisdom Oracle cards are perfect if you want to really make changes in

your life and are willing to work on blockages and beliefs.

I wanted an oracle deck that was related to chakras and this one had the highest ratings- but I have

no idea why. This oracle deck sucks on multiple levels. First off the art is poor quality in my opinion.

I know art is subjective, but I like folk style art and even so these drawings are weak and elementary

looking. Secondly, the illustrations are weird- at best- for the accompanying word. For example



"prayer" goes along with an image of a glass of lemonade on top of a table which overlooks

high-rise city buildings and "Passion" is illustrated by a Disney-looking princess serving an elderly

woman(???) Third, the stories that accompany each card (which do explain these weird images) are

extremely juvenile. Finally, I completely disagree with the qualities that the author associates with

many of the chakras. For example abundance is paired with the solar plexus chakra, and

"workaholic" (which is the name of an actual card in the deck) is linked with the throat chakra. There

are a few more which contradict most readings about chakras.

I have studied the chakras for many years and practice energy medicine via chakra diagnosis so I

feel very well versed in chakra work and the multilayered aspect of the chakras, as they are the

doorways to the physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual realms. In looking for another set of oracle

cards, I came upon these Chakra Oracle cards. I was immediately intrigued and read all the reviews

which indicated that these cards are fairly new on the scene. I was compelled to order them. I could

not be more pleased. They're beautifully illustrated and so RICH in meaning. The complex depth of

what each chakra stands for and holds is so simply and thoroughly acknowledged through the

Legends, keywords, inspirations and meditations given for each card of each chakra. My first

reading was SPOT ON. And oh, it gave me food for thought! Which is what I needed. I am amazed

at how deep and thought provoking each card is. The day after I received my cards, I brought them

to work to let a coworker see them and work with them. She ordered her own set a few days later.

Her words: "I pulled one card and it was eerie how perfectly it 'read' me". Each card has a poetic

definition and a more specific "keyword" definition so I believe Tori's work appeals to both left and

right brained personalities. Color is everything and the color of the chakra itself, along with the

images, "speak" to us. I've used divination cards and oracle cards for years so I'm very aware of the

symbolism and nuances used to stir the unconscious within us. These cards are wonderful. The

packaging is also great though I agree with one other reviewer who said that the stack of cards,

which 'nest' in a cut out area of the box, slip under the frame of the cut out, so like her, I tied my

cards (with a gold elastic band) to keep them from slipping under the frame. I highly recommend

these cards- without a doubt, they can help define, guide and analyze our state of mind and being.

Many thanks Tori!!

This oracle provides provocative self-exploration and self-healing. It is the first oracle to actually

prompt you to ask questions about your life and makes you truly contemplate the meaning of the

card you drew. I found this to be very helpful for myself. It is not only helpful in healing yourself, but



it is also makes a great oracle for reading others. It is both a body energy oracle and a

situation/relationship energy oracle. Thinking about areas of life as having a chakra system just like

an individual makes so much sense, but I never would have thought in that way before this amazing

oracle. I definitely recommend this oracle for beginners and adepts alike!
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